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Summary
It’s a revolutionary idea: rather than working in isolation, teachers have much to learn from each other.
The Power of Teacher Rounds is about facilitating the process of teachers’ engaging in the professional
practice of teacher rounds.
With teacher rounds, educators share insights and grow professionally, benefitting from the peer
learning common in other demanding fields. This invaluable book dives into the details of
implementing a successful teacher rounds program, and provides a complete and practical step-by-step
plan.
Written by two respected pioneers of the teacher rounds movement, this resource is especially useful
for school leaders and rounds facilitators. Readers will learn how to:
·
·
·
·

realise the potential of teacher rounds as a strategy for Common Core implementation
develop rounds facilitation techniques through vignettes, video clips, and group learning
exercises
create positive, empowering teams that lift both instruction and student performance
understand how principals and department chairs can best support the rounds program.

Tap into the knowledge and best practices present throughout this helpful book, and see how your
teacher rounds program can thrive!
Supporting Resources
·
·
·
·

Teacher Rounds: A Guide to Collaborative Learning in and From Practice (CO1079)
Becoming a Reflective Teacher: The Classroom Strategies Series (MRL5249)
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